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 Biomedix, a market leader in medical 
technology and innovation, is proud to 
announce a new milestone for its flag-
ship vascular testing device, the PADnet. 
The technology is set to enter a new 

era with its most extensive update yet, referred to as the 
“PADnet 5th Generation,” distinguishing it from its prede-
cessor, the PADnet 4th Generation.
 The latest iteration of PADnet introduces a suite of 

enhancements, including a return to the well-known ‘PAD-
man’ interface. The new interface empowers users to seam-
lessly select specific test segments through an intuitive 
figure-based display. Departing from the previously linear, 
structured list of segments, the PADman interface transforms 
the testing process, offering greater flexibility, customization, 
and an overall more user-friendly experience.
 Another innovative addition is in the integration of 
member roster imports, a feature that significantly stream-
lines the scheduling and data entry process. With the up-
date, users can upload entire patient rosters in spreadsheet 
format to the PADnet platform. Subsequently, users can 
promptly select any member for scheduling, eliminating any 
need for manual data entry and expediting test preparation.
 Perhaps the most noteworthy change introduced in 
this update lies in its test results. With the 5th Gen, users 
can now seamlessly view, interpret, and print study re-
sults directly from the testing application. This functional-
ity provides medical practices with the flexibility to either 
send test results to external providers for interpretation or 
engage in on-the-spot result analysis with patients, letting 

practices test the way they want to.
 “Our goal was to empower users with greater control 
over the testing process,” said John Romans, CEO at Bio-
medix. “PADnet was already renowned as the most versa-
tile and comprehensive PAD testing device on the market. 
With the introduction of the 5th Generation and its array 
of new features, PADnet also establishes itself as the most 
convenient and user-friendly option available.”
 This monumental update underscores Biomedix’s com-
mitment to advancing healthcare technology and enhancing 
the capabilities of medical professionals worldwide. The 
PADnet 5th Generation represents a significant leap forward 
in vascular testing technology, further solidifying Biomedix’s 
position as a pioneer in the medical technology industry.
 Visit biomedix.com or click here.

Biomedix Takes PAD Testing into a New Era with the 
PADnet 5th Generation

A combination of intuitive interface changes, new scheduling tools, and straightforward options for test 
results all make the ‘5th Gen’ a landmark evolution for doctors looking to identify vascular disease. 
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